WHAT IS THE SHIG?
Authoritative (but non-binding) guidance from the State of California on when, where, and why mental health and substance use disorder information can be exchanged.

WHY IS THE SHIG NEEDED?
Confusion about existing laws, regulations, and statutes means many health care providers ‘default mode’ is refusing to share patient health information. The appropriate and legal exchange of patient information between health care providers helps supports the triple aim – improving patient outcomes, improving overall patient satisfaction, and improving efficiency and reducing costs for organizations.

WHO CAN USE THE SHIG?
The SHIG is broad in its scope, and is applicable to Physical Health Care Providers, Mental Health Care Providers, Substance Use Disorder Providers, Emergency Service Providers, Caregivers and Care Coordinators, Social Services, Law Enforcement, and Payers.

HOW DOES THE SHIG WORK?
The SHIG uses 22 illustrated scenarios to simply and effectively communicate when and how appropriate health information may be exchanged. It is intended for a wide audience, and uses plain language to communicate, while citing and referencing specific statutes, laws, and regulations.

WHY IS CALOHII QUALIFIED TO GIVE GUIDANCE?
CalOHII has statutory authority to interpret and clarify state law. It has created similar guidance for California State departments in the past, and has established connections with stakeholders all across the healthcare industry. It utilized these connections to research the issues at play, and to gather real-world user studies that guided the creation of the illustrative scenarios.

HOW CAN I LEARN MORE?
You can attend an online webinar, or download the SHIG and associated resources online. For more information visit: www.chhs.ca.gov/ohii/pages/shig.aspx
Who is the SHIG for? As a document the SHIG is broad in scope, and is suitable for a range of state and non-state entities, including physical health care providers, mental health care providers, substance use disorder providers, emergency service providers, caregivers and care coordinators, social services, law enforcement, and payers. We invite you to spread the word to all who need clarification and guidance on when and how to share patient information to coordinate care.

Download the SHIG  [WWW.CHHS.CA.GOV/OHII/PAGES/SHIG.ASPX](http://WWW.CHHS.CA.GOV/OHII/PAGES/SHIG.ASPX)
The complete SHIG is available for public download and distribution. It contains a summary and overview of methodology, and illustrated scenarios with citations and references. Available Online in July, 2017

Register for the SHIG informational webinar

**July 13, 2017** at 10am  [HTTPS://ATTENDEE.GOTOWEBINAR.COM/REGISTER/3545587832725653763](https://HTTPS://ATTENDEE.GOTOWEBINAR.COM/REGISTER/3545587832725653763)

SCENARIO EXAMPLE: Substance Use Disorder (SUD) Provider to HIO

Description
A substance use disorder (SUD) provider plans to store SUD patient-identifying information on a health information exchange (HIE) with data sharing partners to facilitate efficient, cost-effective coordinated treatment and care in a secure environment.

What SUD information can a substance use disorder provider share and store with an HIO?
Important Scenario Guidance Assumptions:

- There is patient or patient representative authorization
- The SUD health provider is covered by 42 C.F.R. Part 2 regulations
- Data will be stored unencrypted
Citations and Related Guidance

• 42 C.F.R. § 2.11
• 42 C.F.R. § 2.12(a)(1).
• 42 C.F.R. § 2.12(c)(4).
• 42 C.F.R. § 2.31(a).
• 42 C.F.R. § 2.32.
• 45 C.F.R. § 164.308(b).
• 45 C.F.R. § 164.314(a).
• 45 C.F.R. § 164.501.
• 42 U.S.C. § 17938.
• CA Civ. Code § 56.10(a).
• CA Civ. Code § 56.11.
• CA Health & Saf. § 11845.5(c)(1).
Help us disseminate the SHIG to:

- Your own organization
- Your clients
- Your colleagues
- Associations you belong to
- Stakeholders you represent or serve
- Conferences you attend
- CA Healthcare industry
- Counties you interact with
- Vendors you meet with
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